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Defining Embedding Distortion for Intra Prediction Mode-Based 
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Abstract: In this paper, an effective intra prediction mode-based video strganography is 

proposed. Secret messages are embedded during the intra prediction of the video 

encoding without causing large embedding impact. The influence on the sum of absolute 

difference (SAD) in intra prediction modes (IPMs) reversion phenomenon is sharp when 

modifying IPMs. It inspires us to take the SAD prediction deviation (SPD) to define the 

distortion function. What is more, the mapping rule between IPMs and the codewords is 

introduced to further reduce the SPD values of each intra block. Syndrome-trellis code 

(STC) is used as the practical embedding implementation. Experimental results 

demonstrate that our proposed steganographic scheme presents high undetectability 

compared with existing IPMs-based steganographic approaches. It also outperforms these 

schemes on stego video quality. 
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1 Introduction 

Steganography is a technique on secret communication, where a sender embeds secrets 

into covers, such as videos, audios, images, etc. and does not allow the others to detect 

the embedding event, except for the recipient. For the steganalysis, the main task is to 

detect whether in the carrier a secret message is hidden or not. With the rapid popularity 

of multimedia, compressed video has become one of the most popular carriers for 

information hiding. Therefore, a series of video steganographic schemes have been 

proposed, which also buoys the development of video steganalytic methods. 

In recent years, adaptive stego-coding technique such as wet paper codes (WPCs) 

[Fridrich, Goljan, Lisonek et al. (2005)] and Syndrome-trellis code (STC) [Filler, Judas 

and Fridrich (2011)] have been presented. STC is regarded as the most effective coding 

method for steganography, because it separates the distortion definition and the distortion 

minimization. Furthermore, the recipient can extract the secret data without the 

knowledge about the definition. By applying these mature coding techniques, video 

steganography can focus on defining the distortion function. Cao et al. [Cao, Zhang, Zhao 

et al. (2015)] defined the distortion function by considering the motion vector (MV)’s 

local optimality. Wang et al. [Wang, Zhang, Cao et al. (2016)] combined motion 
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characteristics of video content, MV’s local optimality and statistical distribution together 

to define the distortion function. 

Video steganographic methods can be studied according to different modification such as 

motion vectors, quantized DCT coefficients, variable length codes and intra prediction 

modes (IPMs). Intra prediction mode-based video steganographic method can preserve 

the video quality perfectly [Bouchama, Hamami and Aliane (2012)]. The early IPMs-

based approaches [Hu, Zhang and Su (2007); Xu, Wang and Wang (2012)] only 

modulate the intra prediction modes of qualified intra 4 4 luminance blocks for data 

hiding. In order to improve the embedding capacity, Yang et al. [Yang, Li, He et al. 

(2011)] introduced matrix coding to hiding two bits information by modifying one IPM. 

Bouchama et al. [Bouchama, Hamami and Aliane (2012)] increased the capacity by 

grouping the IPMs and modifying them within the same group. However, in these 

methods, non-optimal selection rules destroy the optimalities of IPMs seriously, which 

was easily detected by Zhao et al.’s [Zhao, Zhang, Cao et al. (2015)] IPMs calibration 

(IPMC) steganalytic method. Machine learning has been widely used as an effective 

detection method [Chang and Lin (2011); Gurusamy and Subramaniam (2017)], 

especially in steganalysis. 

This paper proposes a video steganographic scheme by embedding message bits into intra 

predictions of video encoding. Inspired by the prediction mode reversion phenomenon 

caused by increasing the SAD value, the SAD prediction deviation (SPD) is considered in 

defining the distortion function. Moreover, mapping rule is introduced to expand the 

range of selectable modes for each block. In this way, we can preserve the optimality of 

IPMs is maximally preserved at a given embedding rate during the embedding process, 

which can effectively resist the detect by Zhao et al. [Zhao, Zhang, Cao et al. (2015)]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the framework of 

the distortion minimization for IPMs-based steganograpy. The proposed distortion 

function and mapping rule are elaborated in Section 3. The practical implementation is 

presented in Section 4. The experimental evaluation is shown in Section 5. In the end, 

conclusions and future works are given in Section 6. 

2 Framework of distortion minimization for steganography 

The minimal-distortion steganographic schemes focuse on the definition of distortion 

function and the choice of cover. The following is a common framework. 

In the coding process, the cover sequence is denoted by ),...,( nxx1x  , and the ix
 
is an 

integer, such as the mode value of an intra-block. What is more, non-negative additive 

distortions ),( ii xx   are defined for each cover element in advance, where ix  is the i-th 

element in the stego vector ),...,( nxx  1x . Assuming that n  bits secret binary 

message e is to be embedded with the payload  , STCs (Syndrome-Trellis Codes) 

[Filler, Judas and Fridrich (2011)] perform the embedding operation as the kernel of this 

framework: 
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s.t. eHx T
 

where x is the stego embeded with secret message, )(e is the coset corresponding to 

syndrome e and the overall distortion  


n

i iD
1
 . At the extractor, the operation is 

simply computing xH . 

3 Proposed approach 

3.1 Mode prediction 

Video compression can effectively compress a raw video into a smaller compressed one 

by using coding techniques, which facilitates the transmission on the network as well as 

storage on hardware [Wiegand, Sullivan, Bjontegaard et al. (2003)]. The compression 

technique mainly uses the redundancy of a video frame and the high similarity between 

adjacent intra-macroblocks. In this paper, intra-44 blocks (intra-4B) are used as carriers 

for the data embedding, while those intra-1616 blocks are not changed because they are 

used for coding smooth regions that are not suitable for modification. H.264, a state-of-

the-art video coding standards, contains 9 intra prediction modes based on prediction 

direction shown as Fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1: Intra 44 prediction modes 

Since the SAD is determined by the original pixels of the macroblock and the 

reconstruction pixels, choosing the mode of the minimum SAD (Sum of Absolute 

Difference) [Kim and Jeong (2012)] to code can minimize the bit rate and ensure the 

quality of video compression. The SAD of i-th intra-4B in t-th intra-frame is given by: 





tiByx

tititi yxRyxOSAD
,),(

,,, ),(),(                 (2) 

where B is the current intra-4B. Oi,t (x, y) respents the original value of the pixel (x, y) and 

Ri,t (x, y) is the reconstruction pixels associated with prediction mode. 
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3.2 SAD prediction deviation 

Calibration-based steganalysis [Fridrich and Kodovsky (2012)] reconstructs an estimation 

of the cover from the stego object and draws features based on the difference between the 

two, which can achieve a high detection accuracy. Zhao et al. [Zhao, Zhang, Cao et al.  

(2015)] proposed the IPMC features based on the calibration method, which is sensitive 

to the non-optimal IPMs. During the intra-frame coding process, intra-4B will select the 

minimum SAD mode to code, so the intra-4B’s SAD will also be changed when we 

modify the intra-frame optimal prediction mode for the embedding target. After the 

calibration process, the non-optimal prediction modes will tend to restore the original 

optimal value, implying that the block is not coded according to the optimal prediction 

mode. In addition, based on the prediction mode reversion phenomenon, our study has 

observed the fact that different degrees of changing the prediction SAD lead to different 

reversal probabilities. 

An example is illustrated as in Fig. 2. In order to take a look at the reversion phenomenon 

of modified intra-4Bs, a test sequence “Coastguard.yuv” (CIF, 352 288) from video 

database [YUV (2008)] is used to calibrate with a customized H.264 codec named x264 

[x264 (2010)]. Modifying rate (MR) 0.35 and 0.5 represent modifying 35 percent and 50 

percent of the total number of blocks, respectively. At the encoder, these specified 

original blocks are first coded with the optimal prediction mode with minimum SAD. 

Then, the second and third best modes are used instead of the optimal one for comparison. 

At the decoder, these modified blocks are reconstructed and then undergo recompression 

with the standard prediction method. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that a lower level mode, 

which yields a larger change on SAD, makes the reversion phenomenon more frequent. 

 

                                   (a)                           (b) 

Figure 2: Reversion phenomenon of (a) 0.35 modifying rate and (b) 0.5 modifying rate 

on different mode level 

Fig. 2 indicates that the SAD change of prediction mode is a key factor to construct the 

distortion function. If a candidate mode ti,'m is given during intra predition, the SAD 

prediction deviation (SPD) is formulated as 

)()(SPD ,,,,, tititititi SADSAD mm                 (3)    
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where )( ,, titiSAD m is the prediction SAD of the optimal mode ti,m associated with the i-

th prediction block in the t-th key frame. 

When steganalyzer utilizes calibration to determine whether a sequence is stego object, 

the SAD prediction deviation (SPD) indeed increase the probability of reversion 

phenomenon. Through the above analysis, the smaller SPD the reselected mode has, the 

more suitable it can be used for modification. 

3.3 Mapping rule 

We use STC as the practical steganographic method. Seeking for an appropriate pattern 

should traverse the entire pattern space as shown in Fig. 1 as much as possible. Thus we 

herein introduce a mapping rule between prediction modes and groups of modes to 

complete the traverse. Many state-of-the-art schemes use mapping rules to represent the 

secret information [Cao, Zhou and Sun (2018)], which indeed improves coding efficiency. 

Table 1:  Average SPD caused by replacement of optimal mode m and candidate mode m’ 

m’ 

m 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

0 0 256.2 71.7 146.1 156.9 108.0 180.4 138.8 209.7 

1 281.8 0 74.4 165.8 155.0 185.7 101.2 258.5 88.9 

2 177.6 131.1 0 102.2 84.3 97.8 93.4 155.5 118.6 

3 218.2 275.0 112.9 0 190.8 211.6 192.4 124.8 204.7 

4 197.1 298.8 87.4 176.1 0 90.7 83.6 255.5 219.9 

5 123.8 219.1 88.3 172.5 75.3 0 166.3 219.2 231.1 

6 189.4 190.5 90.2 183.3 72.0 174.2 0 225.8 189.0 

7 223.0 265.1 88.6 67.1 169.6 167.2 181.4 0 164.5 

8 176.4 208.1 74.5 135.1 160.1 181.9 150.1 221.3 0 

Since a mode will not change to those modes in the same group, we divide the modes 

with large SPD into the same group to reduce the probability of selecting a large 

distortion mode. We observe the SPD generated when the optimal modes is replaced with 

the other 8 candidate modes, respectively. Assuming that the total number of intra-4Bs 

with the optimal mode 0 is K, then the average SPD for each intra-4B is KSPD
K

i 1
. The 

experimental results of three video sequences, i.e. “akiyo.yuv”, “Mobile.yuv” and 

“Waterfall.yuv” are shown in Tab. 1. It can be seen that 98=72 replacement results, in 

which the maximum SPD is bolded to indicate that this pair of modes is more suitable to 

be placed in the same group. These groups of modes can be defined as follows: 

If the block uses the 44 prediction: 

Group 1: Modes 0, 1 and 4. 

Group 2: Modes 3, 5 and 8. 

Group 3: Modes 2, 6 and 7. 
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The block uses the 1616 prediction: 

Group 0: Modes 0, 1, 2 and 3. 

Here, the group 0 belonging to 1616 block does not make any changes. The original 

group ti ,g contains the original mode ti,m , where  3210g ,,,, ti . In candidate group ti ,g , 

the mode of the minimum SAD is stored as ti ,'m and before the STC embedding is 

executed, each group’s ti ,'m is known. At this point, we get the mapping table MT, 

which records the optimal mode for each group in all blocks. As shown in (Fig. 3), the 

modes 1, 5 and 6 are the minimum SAD modes of the groups 1, 2 and 3 in an intra-4B, 

respectively. 

 

   Figure 3: An example of mapping rule 

From this point of rule, the SAD prediction deviation of different candidate groups 

(SPDG) can be denoted by 

)()()( ,,,,,, titititititi SADSADSPDSPDG mmg                                             (5) 

 1g1gCGg  titititi ,,,, ,                                      (6) 

where )( ,tiSPD g
 
represents the prediction SAD change of candidate mode in the group 

ti ,g . And ti ,g is chosen from the candidate group set ti,CG using STCs-based 1  

embedding. 

Applying the mapping rule can effectively expand the search range because these 3 

groups are handled as an input set instead of 9 prediction modes. In Section 4, we would 

describe the implementation of mapping rule in detail. 

3.4 The definition of distortion function 

As introduced in Section 2, accumulating the non-negative additive distortions introduced 

by independent modifications can obtain the overall embedding impact. Therefore the 

overall distortion sum tD of all intra-4Bs in t-th key frame should be minimized by 

steganographic codes, which tD can be calculated by following formulas. 
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where tN represents the number of intra-4Bs in t-th key frame, and the original group 

matrix is   ttit Ni ,...,, 1gG  , the modified group matrix   ttit Ni ,...,, 1gG  . 

And the variable  ti,0 is additive distortion function, which can fully express the 

modification's impact of i-th mode group in the t-th key frame. Combining the mapping 

rule, tiSPGD , can be used to calculate the distortion function ti , if the the group ti ,g  

belongs to the intra-44 MB. 

4 Practical implementation 

±1 STC is used as the practical steganographic method for the secret message embedding 

and extraction. In addition, both the sender and the receiver should know the mapping 

rule. The proposed steganographic method is divided into the following three phases. 

Embedding Distortion Definition: Before embedding the data, we measure the 

distortion value of each intra-4B using the distortion function in key frames. Firstly, each 

key frame uses the mapping rule to obtain the original group matrix 
tG and the mapping 

table ),...,( TMTMT1MT . For each intra-4B, the distortion ),( ,,, tititi gg  is defined in Eq. 

8. Secondly, save all the defined distortion in  ),( ,,, titititD gg   . Assuming that group 1 

is suitable as a modification group, the appropriate mode 
ti,m within group 1 can be 

obtained by mapping table 
tMT . 

Data Embedding: In this step, after obtaining
tD , the original group matrix 

tG
 
is applied 

in 1 STC for embedding to get the modified group matrix
tG , and then the suitable 

mode matching
ti ,g is found in the mapping table 

tMT . Suppose that T is the total number 

of key frame in the cover sequence and  


T

t tNn
1

 denotes the binary length of cover 

sequence. Then we use STC to embed an n  bits message e with a given embedding rate 

 representing the average embedded bits per prediction mode (bppm), and make the 

overall embedding impact minimal: 

),(minarg),,( GGeDG  DSTCemb
                                   (9) 

where G is the group vector ),...,( TGGG 1 , and D is the distortion vector 

),...,( TDDD 1 . 

After executing STC, the modified group vector ),...,( TGGG 1
 is obtained to find the 

appropriate modes for modifying according to the ),...,( TMTMT1MT . Finally, the 

stego sequence can be generated by H.264 codec. 
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Data Extraction: For the recipient, all prediction mode values is obtained by using a 

customized decoder, and then the G is reconstructed by MT easily. Now the secret 

messages can be extracted by using STC, which can be denoted as  

eHGG  )(  T

extSTC                                      (10) 

where H is parity-check matrix employed by both the sender and recipient. 

5 Evaluation 

5.1 Experiment setup 

The video database [(Yuv (2008)] containing 25 standard 4:2:0 YUV sequences in CIF 

format (CIF, 352288) is used to test, as shown in Fig. 4. The number of frame ranges 

from 100 fps to 400 with 30 fps frame rate. The 25 standard sequences are divided into 

120 subsequences without overlapping, and each subsequence contains 60 frames. In 

order to obtain sufficient samples, the maximum interval of the intra frame is set 10, 

which does not degrade the compression quality. Besides, x264 executes the embedding 

scheme and the LibSVM toolbox [Chang and Lin (2011)] with the polynomial kernel is 

employed for classiflcation. For performance comparison, Yang et al.’s [Yang, Li, He et 

al. (2011)] method and Bouchama et al.’s [Bouchama, Hamami and Aliane (2012)] 

method are also implemented. 

 

Figure 4: Several video sequences from the video database 

In this experiment, two bit-rates(BR) of the compressed sequences, 0.5 Mbit/s and 1 

Mbit/s, with various embedding rates(ER) ranging from 0.125 to 0.5 are considered, in 

which the embedding rate(ER) indicates the average embedding bit length of available 

intra-4Bs and it can be calculated as 

tN

L
                                              (11) 
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where L denotes the length of the binary message embedded in the t-th frame, and the 
tN  

is the total number of intra-4Bs in t-th key frame. 

According to the difference in the embedding rate(ER), the theoretic value of embedding 

capacity can be calculated as 

44
Capacity






whIER n

                                                 (12) 

where nI  represents the number of intra-frames, h and w represent the height and width 

of the video sequence, respectively. If the embedding rate(ER) is set to 0.5 and the 

number of intra-frames is 20, the theoretic embedding capacity will be 63360 bits. 

5.2 Steganalysis result 

Steganalysis is the most important measure of the security of steganography. The recently 

proposed IPMC [Zhao, Zhang, Cao et al. (2015)] feature has achieved the most effective 

detection performance against the IPMs-based Video steganography scheme. IPMC 

extracts a 13-dimension feature from each intra-frame according to the recovery 

phenomenon of the intra prediction modes. 

In our test, 80 video subsequences are randomly selected for training, and the remaining 

40 video subsequences are used for classification. The experiment was repeated 10 times 

to calculate the average detection performance evaluated by the minimum average 

classification error probability 
EP [Kodovsky, Fridrich and Holub (2012)]. Three 

different steganographic schemes are shown in Fig. 5 and Tab. 2. All schemes have a 

slightly worse performance at bit-rate 1.0 Mbit/s than at 0.5 Mbit/s, because higher bit-

rate leads to lower loss and the greater difference between the stego and the cover. In 

addition, our method is much better than Yang et al.’s method [Yang, Li, He et al. (2011)] 

and Bouchama et al.’s [Bouchama, Hamami and Aliane (2012)] method at low 

embedding rates. As the embedding rate increases, the performance gap becomes smaller, 

but our method is still best, which indicates higher steganographic security level. 

 

                                   (a)                           (b) 

Figure 5: Reversion phenomenon in case of (a) BR=0.5 Mbit/s and (b) BR=1.0 Mbit/s on 

different mode levels 
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Table 2: Comparison of different method against IPMC features 

payload 0.125 0.250 0.375 0.500 

ER (bppm) 0.125 0.250 0.375 0.500 

BR (kbps) 500 1000 500 1000 500 1000 500 1000 

 

EP  

(%) 

Yang’s 16.4 15.9 6.6 5.5 1.2 0.7 0 0 

Bouchama’s 16.1 13.7 13.5 11.9 7.3 7.5 6.2 4.4 

Proposed 47.9 48.3 33.9 32.4 21.6 20.0 13.3 11.8 

5.3 Steganalysis result 

The measurement PSNR (dB) is commonly adopted to measure video quality in 

steganographic scheme. Here, the video quality results of the three video sequences 

“Coastguard.yuv”, “Mobile.yuv” and “Waterfall.yuv” are shown in Tab. 3 where NO-E 

(no-embedding) represent the compression without any data embedding. It is observed 

that our method does not lead to great errors and is closer to the PSNR of NO-E than 

Yang et al.’s [Yang, Li, He et al. (2011)] methods and Bouchama et al.’s [Bouchama, 

Hamami and Aliane (2012)] methods. Because our scheme is based on the choice of the 

smallest SAD block to be embedded, which ensures that the embedded perturbation is 

slight. Referring to NO-E, we can see that the impact of these three embedding schemes 

on video quality is slight, with the least impact being our methods. 

Table 3: Comparison of PSNR values (dB) using four steganographic schemes at two 

bit-rates(Mbit/s) 

Video Sequence Bit-Rate NO-E Yang’s Bouchama’s Ours 

Coastguard.yuv 0.5 31.06 30.79 30.90 30.92 

1 34.78 34.61 34.66 34.71 

Mobile.yuv 0.5 30.58 30.17 29.98 30.49 

1 32.92 32.86 32.74 32.90 

Waterfall.yuv 0.5 32.22 31.98 32.05 32.14 

1 35.47 35.34 35.35 35.43 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a novel intra prediction mode-based video steganography by 

minimizing the embedding distortion defined according to SAD. We introduce STC as 

the practical embedding method, and SAD can be regarded as an important factor to 

establish the distortion function. Then, we introduce the mapping rule to expand the 

range of selective modes for each block. The experimental results show that our proposed 

steganographic scheme outperforms other intra prediction mode-based steganographic 

schemes in resisting steganalysis and video quality. 

In the future work, we will combine SAD and the statistical distribution of frame to 

construct more effective distortion functions. In addition, the mapping rule is also to be 
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improved to further increase the range of selection. For video steganography, we have to 

further reduce the computational complexity to accommodate the fast growing of video data. 
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